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Summary Content-based visual information retrieval (CBVIR) or content-based image
retrieval (CBIR) has been one on the most vivid research areas in the ﬁeld of computer
vision over the last 10 years. The availability of large and steadily growing amounts of
visual and multimedia data, and the development of the Internet underline the need
to create thematic access methods that offer more than simple text-based queries or
requests based on matching exact database ﬁelds. Many programs and tools have been
developed to formulate and execute queries based on the visual or audio content and
to help browsing large multimedia repositories. Still, no general breakthrough has
been achieved with respect to large varied databases with documents of differing
sorts and with varying characteristics. Answers to many questions with respect to
speed, semantic descriptors or objective image interpretations are still unanswered.
In the medical ﬁeld, images, and especially digital images, are produced in everincreasing quantities and used for diagnostics and therapy. The Radiology Department
of the University Hospital of Geneva alone produced more than 12,000 images a day
in 2002. The cardiology is currently the second largest producer of digital images,
especially with videos of cardiac catheterization (∼1800 exams per year containing
almost 2000 images each). The total amount of cardiologic image data produced in the
Geneva University Hospital was around 1 TB in 2002. Endoscopic videos can equally
produce enormous amounts of data.
With digital imaging and communications in medicine (DICOM), a standard for image
communication has been set and patient information can be stored with the actual
image(s), although still a few problems prevail with respect to the standardization.
In several articles, content-based access to medical images for supporting clinical
decision-making has been proposed that would ease the management of clinical data
and scenarios for the integration of content-based access methods into picture archiving and communication systems (PACS) have been created.
This article gives an overview of available literature in the ﬁeld of content-based
access to medical image data and on the technologies used in the ﬁeld. Section 1
gives an introduction into generic content-based image retrieval and the technologies used. Section 2 explains the propositions for the use of image retrieval in medical practice and the various approaches. Example systems and application areas are
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described. Section 3 describes the techniques used in the implemented systems,
their datasets and evaluations. Section 4 identiﬁes possible clinical beneﬁts of image
retrieval systems in clinical practice as well as in research and education. New
research directions are being deﬁned that can prove to be useful.
This article also identiﬁes explanations to some of the outlined problems in the ﬁeld
as it looks like many propositions for systems are made from the medical domain and
research prototypes are developed in computer science departments using medical
datasets. Still, there are very few systems that seem to be used in clinical practice.
It needs to be stated as well that the goal is not, in general, to replace text-based
retrieval methods as they exist at the moment but to complement them with visual
search tools.
© 2004 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction to image retrieval
This section gives an introduction to content-based
image retrieval systems (CBIRSs) and the technologies used in them. Image retrieval has been an extremely active research area over the last 10 years,
but ﬁrst review articles on access methods in image databases appeared already in the early 1980s
[1]. The following review articles from various years
explain the state-of-the-art of the corresponding
years and contain references to a large number of
systems and descriptions of the technologies implemented. Enser [2] gives an extensive description
of image archives, various indexing methods and
common searching tasks, using mostly text-based
searches on annotated images. In [3], an overview
of the research domain in 1997 is given and in [4],
the past, present and future of image retrieval is
highlighted. In [5] an almost exhaustive overview
of published systems is given and an evaluation of
a subset of the systems is attempted [6]. Unfortunately, the evaluation is very limited and only for
very few systems. The most complete overview of
technologies to date is given by Smeulders et al.
[7]. This article describes common problems such
as the semantic gap or the sensory gap and gives
links to a large number of articles describing the
various techniques used in the domain. For an even
deeper introduction into the domain, several theses and books are available [8—11].
The only article reviewing several medical retrieval systems so far, is to our knowledge [12]. It
explains using one paragraph per topic a number
of medical image retrieval systems. No systematic
comparison of the techniques employed and the
data/evaluation used has been attempted.
This review paper in contrast is the ﬁrst review
that concentrates on image retrieval in the medical domain and that does a systematic overview of
techniques used, visual features employed, images
indexed and medical departments involved. It also
offers future perspectives for image retrieval in the

medical domain and will be a good starting point
for research projects on medical image retrieval as
useful techniques for certain sorts of images can be
isolated and past errors can be avoided.

1.1. Content-based image retrieval systems
Although early systems existed already in the beginning of the 1980s [13], the majority would recall systems such as IBM’s Query By Image Content1
(QBIC) as the start of content-based image retrieval
[14,15]. The commercial QBIC system is deﬁnitely
the most well-known system. Another commercial
system for image [16] and video [17] retrieval is
Virage2 that has well known commercial customers
such as CNN.
Most of the available systems are, however from
academia. It would be hard to name or compare
them all but some well-known examples include
Candid [18], Photobook3 [19] and Netra [20] that
all use simple color and texture characteristics to
describe the image content. Using higher level information, such as segmented parts of the image
for queries, was introduced by the Blobworld4 system [21,22]. PicHunter [23] on the other hand is an
image browser that helps the user to ﬁnd an exact
image in the database by showing to the user images on screen that maximize the information gain
in each feedback step. A system that is available
free of charge is the GNU Image Finding Tool (GIFT5 )
[24,25]. Some systems are available as demonstration versions on the web such as Viper,6 WIPE7 or
Compass.8
1

http://wwwqbic.almaden.ibm.com/.
http://www.virage.com/.
3 http://www-white.media.mit.edu/vismod/demos/facerec/
basic.html.
4 http://elib.cs.berkeley.edu/photos/blobworld/.
5 http://www.gnu.org/software/gift/.
6 http://viper.unige.ch/demo/php/demo.php.
7 http://wang.ist.psu.edu/IMAGE/.
8 http://compass.itc.it/demos.html.
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Fig. 1 The principal components of all content-based
image retrieval systems.

Most of these systems have a very similar architecture for browsing and archiving/indexing images
comprising tools for the extraction of visual features, for the storage and efﬁcient retrieval of these
features, for distance measurements or similarity
calculation and a type of graphical user interface
(GUI). This general system setup is shown in Fig. 1.
All shown components are described in more detail
further on.

1.2. Visual features used
Visual features were classiﬁed in [5] into primitive features such as color or shape, logical features such as identity of objects shown and abstract
features such as signiﬁcance of scenes depicted.
Still, all currently available systems only use primitive features unless manual annotation is coupled
with the visual features as in [26]. Even systems using segments and local features such as Blobworld
[21,22] are still far away from identifying objects
reliably. No system offers interpretation of images
or even medium level concepts as they can easily
be captured with text. This loss of information from
an image to a representation by features is called
the semantic gap [7]. The situation is surely not satisfactory and the semantic gap deﬁnitely accounts
for part of the rejection to use image retrieval applications, but the technology can still be valuable
when advantages and problems are understood by
the users. The more a retrieval application is specialized for a certain, limited domain, the smaller
the gap can be made by using domain knowledge.
Another gap is the sensory gap that describes the
loss between the actual structure and the representation in a (digital) image.
1.2.1. Color
In stock photography (large, varied databases for
being used by artists, advertisers and journalists),
color has been the most effective feature and al-
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most all systems employ colors. Although most of
the images are in the red, green, blue (RGB) color
space, this space is only rarely used for indexing
and querying as it does not correspond well to the
human color perception. It only seems reasonable
to be used for images taken under exactly the same
conditions each time such as trademark images.
Other spaces such as hue, saturation, value (HSV)
[24,27,28] or the CIE Lab [15] and Luv [29] spaces
are much better with respect to human perception
and are more frequently used. This means that differences in the color space are similar to the differences between colors that humans perceive. Much
effort has also been spent on creating color spaces
that are optimal with respect to lighting conditions
or that are invariant to shades and other inﬂuences
such as viewing position [30,31]. This allows to identify colors even under varying conditions but on the
other hand information about the absolute colors
is lost. In specialized ﬁelds, namely in the medical
domain, absolute color or grey level features are
often of very limited expressive power unless exact
reference points exist as it is the case for computed
tomography images.
1.2.2. Texture
Partly due to the imprecise understanding and
deﬁnition of what exactly visual texture actually
is, texture measures have an even larger variety
than color measures. Some of the most common
measures for capturing the texture of images are
wavelets [32,33] and Gabor ﬁlters [24,34,35] where
the Gabor ﬁlters do seem to perform better and
correspond well to the properties of the human
visual cortex for edge detection [36,37]. These texture measures try to capture the characteristics of
the image or image parts with respect to changes
in certain directions and the scale of the changes.
This is most useful for regions or images with homogeneous texture. Again, invariances with respect
to rotations of the image, shifts or scale changes
can be included into the feature space but information on the texture can get lost in this process
[38].
Other popular texture descriptors contain features derived from co-occurrence matrices [39—41],
features based on the factors of the Fourier transform [38] and the so-called Wold features [42].
1.2.3. Local and global features
Both, color and texture features can be used on a
global image level or on a local level on parts of the
image. The easiest way to use regional features is
to use blocks of ﬁxed size and location, so-called
partitioning of the image [7,24] for local feature
extraction. These blocks do not take into account
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any semantics of the image itself. When allowing
the user to choose image regions (regions of interest
(ROI)) [43], to delineate objects in the image [44]
or when segmenting the image into areas with similar properties [45], the locally extracted features
contain more information about the image objects
or underlying structures.
1.2.4. Segmentation and shape features
Fully automated segmentation of images into objects itself is an unsolved problem. Even in fairly
specialized domains, fully automated segmentation
causes many problems and is often not easy to realize. In image retrieval, several systems attempt to
perform an automatic segmentation of the images
in the collection for feature extraction [21,46]. To
have an effective segmentation of images using varied image databases the segmentation process has
to be done based on the color and texture properties of the image regions [45].
Much has also been written on medical image segmentation with respect to browsing image repositories [47,48]. After segmentation, the resulting
segments can be described by shape features that
commonly exist, including those with invariances
with respect to shifts, rotations and scaling [49,50].
1.2.5. Semantics?
All these visual features, and even features derived
from segmented regions, are still fairly low-level
compared to high level concepts that are contained
in the images. They do not necessarily correspond
to objects in the images or the semantic concepts
or structures that a user is interested in. Several
articles speak of semantic or cognitive image retrieval [51—54] but in the end this has not yet been
realized with visual features alone. It often comes
down to connecting visual low-level features with
textual high level features which has already been
proposed in [55] as early as 1996. The annotation
of image collections for retrieval or for the combination with visual features for retrieval is another
very active research area [26,56]. Many problems
such as the subjectiveness of annotations need to
be addressed even when working with restricted vocabularies. The users’ annotations do not only vary
between persons, they are also varying in time for
the same person and they depend strongly on the
users’ actual search tasks. However, in the medical
domain, good annotated atlases of medical images
do exist that contain objective knowledge, for example based on the images of the visible human.9
The deﬁnition of visual similarity or relevance with
9 http://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/visible/visible/human.
html.
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respect to visual similarity are also philosophical
questions that have been discussed for a long time
[57].

1.3. Comparison techniques used
Basically all systems use the assumption of equivalence of an image and its representation in feature
space. These systems often use measurement systems such as the easily understandable Euclidean
vector space model [15,58] for measuring distances between a query image (represented by its
features) and possible results representing all images as feature vectors in an n-dimensional vector
space. This is done, although metrics have been
shown to not correspond well to human visual perception (Tversky [59]). Several other distance measures do exist for the vector space model such as
the city-block distance, the Mahalanobis distance
[15] or a simple histogram intersection [60]. Still,
the use of high-dimensional feature spaces has
shown to cause problems and great care needs to
be taken with the choice of distance measurement
to be chosen in order to retrieve meaningful results
[61,62]. These problems with a similarity deﬁnition
in high-dimensional feature spaces is also known
as the curse of dimensionality and has also been
discussed in the domain of medical imaging [63].
Another approach is a probabilistic framework to
measure the probability that an image is relevant
[64]. A relationship between probabilistic image retrieval and vector-space distance measures is given
in [65]. This paper concludes that the vector space
distance measurements described in the literature
correspond, in principal, to probabilistic retrieval
under certain assumptions of the feature distributions. Another probabilistic retrieval form is the use
of support vector machines (SVMs) [66] for a classiﬁcation of images into classes for relevant and
non-relevant.
Various systems use methods that are well known
from the text retrieval ﬁeld and apply them to visual features where the visual features have to correspond roughly to words in text [24,67,68]. This is
based on the two principles.
• A feature frequent in an image describes this image well.
• A feature frequent in the collection is a weak
indicator to distinguish images from each other.
Several weighting schemes for text retrieval that
have also been used in image retrieval are described in [69]. A formal deﬁnition of vector-space,
probabilistic and boolean models for information
retrieval is attempted in [70]. A general overview
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of pattern recognition methods and various comparison techniques is given in a very good review
article [187]. This article describes the feature extraction, selection, feature space reduction techniques that are equally important in the image
retrieval domain.

1.4. Storage and access methods
Although most systems do not talk in detail about
the underlying storage and access methods [23,52]
this is extremely important for interactive systems
to keep response times at bay. Common storage
methods used are relational databases [15,71], inverted ﬁles [24], self-made structures or simply to
keep the entire index in the main memory which
will inevitably cause problems when using large
databases.
These methods often need to use dimension reduction techniques or pruning methods [72] to allow
for an efﬁcient and quick access to the data. Some
indexing techniques such as the KD-trees are described in [73]. Principal component analysis (PCA)
for feature space reduction is used in [74]. This
technique is also called Karhunen–Loeve transform
(KLT) [75]. Another feature space reduction technique is the independent component analysis (ICA)
described in [76,187]. [187] also explains a variety
of other techniques such as for feature selection.

1.5. Other important techniques
There is a large number of other important techniques to improve the performance of retrieval
systems. One of the most prominent techniques is
relevance feedback that is well known from text
retrieval [77]. This technique has proven to be important for image retrieval as well [78—80] because
often unexpected or unwanted images show up in
the result of a similarity query. The active selection
of relevant and unrelevant images by the user represents an interactive method for controlling the
pertinence of the results adequately. Often, the
performance of a retrieval system with feedback is
regarded as being even more important than without as only with feedback the users subjectivity
can seriously be taken into account. An overview of
interaction techniques in image retrieval is given
in [81].
Other techniques from the artiﬁcial intelligence
community are also used for image retrieval such
as long-term learning from user behavior based
on data mining in usage log ﬁles [82] using the
well-known market basket analysis.
Some interesting and innovative user interfaces are described in [83,84]. This includes a
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three-dimensional representation of the similarity
space as well as the El Niño system, where the
user moves images together into clusters that (s)he
thinks are similar.
The correlation across various media (text, image, video, audio) should also not be forgotten if
these are available. Whenever additional information is available such as annotations of the images,
it should be used for the retrieval.

2. Use of image retrieval in medical
applications
The number of digitally produced medical images
is rising strongly. In the radiology department of
the University Hospital of Geneva (HUG) alone, the
number of images produced per day in 2002 was
12,000, and it is still rising. Videos and images produced in cardiology are equally multiplying and endoscopic videos promise to be another very large
data source that are planned to be integrated into
the PACS. The management and the access to these
large image repositories become increasingly complex. Most accesses to these systems are based on
the patient identiﬁcation or study characteristics
(modality, study description) [85] as it is also deﬁned in the DICOM standard [86].
Imaging systems and image archives have often
been described as an important economic and clinical factor in the hospital environment [87—89].
Several methods from the computer vision and image processing ﬁelds have already been proposed
for the use in medicine more than ten years ago
[90,91]. Several radiological teaching ﬁles exist
[92,93] and radiology reports have also been proposed in a multimedia form in [94]. Web-interfaces
to medical image databases are described in [95].
Medical images have often been used for retrieval systems and the medical domain is often
cited as one of the principal application domains for
content-based access technologies [7,18,96—98] in
terms of potential impact. Still, there has rarely
been an evaluation of the performance and the description of the clinical use of systems is even rarer.
Two exceptions seem to be the Assert10 system
on the classiﬁcation of high resolution CTs of the
lung [40,99] and the IRMA11 system for the classiﬁcation of images into anatomical areas, modalities
and view points [100].
Content-based retrieval has also been proposed
several times from the medical community for the
10 http://rvl2.ecn.purdue.edu/∼cbirdev/www/CBIRmain.
html.
11 http://irma-project.org/.
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Fig. 2 A screenshot of a typical image retrieval system
showing retrieved images similar to an example in a web
browser interface.

inclusion into various applications [101—103], often
without any implementation. Still, for a real medical application of content-based retrieval methods
and the integration of these tools into medical practice a very close cooperation between the two ﬁelds
is necessary for a longer period of time and not simply an exchange of data or a list of the necessary
functionality.
An interface of a typical content-based retrieval
system is shown in Fig. 2. The interface shows the
images retrieved with their similarity score to an
example image. The user can then mark images as
relevant, non-relevant or leave them as neutral,
change the parameters for retrieval and start a new
query for reﬁnement.

2.1. The need for content-based medical
image retrieval
There are several reasons why there is a need for additional, alternative image retrieval methods apart
from the steadily growing rate of image production. It is important to explain these needs and to
discuss possible technical and methodological improvements and the resulting clinical beneﬁts.
The goals of medical information systems have
often been deﬁned to deliver the needed information at the right time, the right place to the right
persons in order to improve the quality and efﬁciency of care processes [104]. Such a goal will most
likely need more than a query by patient name,
series ID or study ID for images. For the clinical
decision-making process it can be beneﬁcial or even
important to ﬁnd other images of the same modality, the same anatomic region of the same disease.
Although part of this information is normally con-
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tained in the DICOM headers and many imaging devices are DICOM-compliant at this time, there are
still some problems. DICOM headers have proven to
contain a fairly high rate of errors, for example for
the ﬁeld anatomical region, error rates of 16% have
been reported [105]. This can hinder the correct
retrieval of all wanted images.
Clinical decision support techniques such as
case-based reasoning [106] or evidence-based
medicine [107,108] can even produce a stronger
need to retrieve images that can be valuable for
supporting certain diagnoses. It could even be
imagined to have image-based reasoning (IBR) as a
new discipline for diagnostic aid. Decision support
systems in radiology [109] and computer-aided
diagnostics for radiological practice as demonstrated at the Radiological Society of North America (RSNA) [110] are on the rise and create a need
for powerful data and meta-data management and
retrieval.
The general clinical beneﬁt of imaging systems
has also already been demonstrated in [111]. In
[112] an initiative is described to identify important tasks for medical imaging based on their possible clinical beneﬁts. It needs to be stated that the
purely visual image queries as they are executed in
the computer vision domain will most likely not be
able to ever replace text-based methods as there
will always be queries for all images of a certain patient, but they have the potential to be a very good
complement to text-based search based on their
characteristics. Still, the problems and advantages
of the technology have to be stressed to obtain acceptance and use of visual and text-based access
methods up to their full potential. A scenario for
hybrid, textual and visual queries is proposed in the
CBIR2 system [113].
Besides diagnostics, teaching and research especially are expected to improve through the use of
visual access methods as visually interesting images
can be chosen and can actually be found in the
existing large repositories. The inclusion of visual
features into medical studies is another interesting point for several medical research domains.
Visual features do not only allow the retrieval of
cases with patients having similar diagnoses but
also cases with visual similarity but different diagnoses. In teaching, it can help lecturers as well as
students to browse educational image repositories
and visually inspect the results found. This can be
the case for navigating in image atlases.12 It can
also be used to cross-correlate visual and textual
features of the images.
12

http://www.loni.ucla.edu/MAP/index.html.
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2.2. The use in PACS and other medical
databases
There is a large number of propositions for the use
of content-based image retrieval methods in the
medical domain in general [101—103]. Other articles describe the use of image retrieval with an
image management framework [114—119], sometimes without stating what has actually been implemented and what is still in the status of ideas. Also
the integration into PACS systems [85,120—123] or
other medical image databases [92,124—126] has
been proposed often, but implementation details
are generally rare.
Most of the general articles such as [101] state
that the medical domain is very specialized so that
general systems cannot be used. This is true but it is
the case for all specialized domains such as trademark retrieval or face recognition, and specialized
solutions need to be found. The more specialized
the features of a system are the smaller the range
of application and compromises for each speciﬁc
application area needs to be found. Domain knowledge needs to be integrated into specialized query
engines.
Another proposition of what is needed for an
efﬁcient use in the medical domain is given in
[102], including some implementation details. Clinically relevant indexing and selective retrieval of
biomedical images is explained in [103]. Some examples are given but no implementation details. It
is proposed to change the DICOM headers which is
in principal not allowed according to the standard
for the storage of DICOM images, but would, however, be allowed in DICOM structured reporting.
Most of these articles ask for semantic retrieval
based on images that are segmented automatically
into objects and where diagnoses can be derived
easily from the objects’ visual features. This is
still a dream, as it has been in the computer vision
domain for general segmentation methods for a
while. Steps into the direction of solutions have to
be taken using machine learning techniques and by
including speciﬁc domain knowledge. Implementations of image retrieval systems are a step-by-step
process and ﬁrst systems will deﬁnitely not meet
all the high requirements that are asked for.
Several frameworks for distributed image management solutions have been developed such as
I2 Cnet [98,115]. When reading articles on these
frameworks it is often not clear what had and
had not been implemented. Image retrieval based
on visual features is often proposed but unfortunately nothing is said about the visual features
used or the performance obtained. [117] describes
a telemedicine and image management framework

Fig. 3 The basic position of a PACS within the information system environment in a hospital.

and [114] is another very early article on the architecture of a distributed multimedia database. [127]
describes an active index for medical image data
management, and in [116] a newer image management environment is described. In [118,119], two
frameworks for image management and retrieval
are described focusing on technical aspects and
stating application areas. One of the few frameworks with at least a partial implementation is
the image retrieval in medical applications (IRMA)
framework [100,128] that allows for a relatively robust classiﬁcation of incoming images into anatomical regions, modality and the taken orientation.
This project also developed a classiﬁcation code
for medical images based on four axes (modality,
body orientations, body region, biological system)
to uniquely classify medical images and allow to
test and measure the performance of classiﬁcation
[129].
The use of content-based techniques has been
proposed several times in a PACS environment. PACS
are the main software components to store and access the large amount of visual data used in medical departments. Often, several-layer architectures
exist for quick short-term access and slow long-term
storage. More information on PACS can be found in
[130]. A web-based PACS architecture is proposed in
[131]. The general schema of a PACS system within
the hospital is shown in Fig. 3. The Integrating the
Healthcare Enterprise (IHE)13 standard is aiming at
data integration in healthcare including all the systems described in Fig. 3.
An indexing of the entire PACS causes problems
with respect to the sheer amount of data that
needs to be processed to efﬁciently allow access
by content to all the images. This issue of the
amount of data that needs to be indexed is not discussed in any of the articles. [122] proposes to use
content-based image retrieval techniques in a PACS
system as a search method but no implementation
13

http://www.rsna.org/IHE/index.shtml.
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details are given. In [120] an integration into the
PACS is described that uses the text attached to
the images as content. More on this IDEM project
can be found at14 [123] proposes an extension to
the database management system for integrating
content-based queries based on simple visual features into PACS systems. A classiﬁcation of systems
is given in [121] proposing an integration into the
PACS, but no implementation details are stated in
the text. A coupling of a PACS and an image classiﬁcation system is given in [85]. Here, it is possible to
search for certain anatomic regions, modalities or
views of an image. A simple interface for coupling
the PACS and the image retrieval system is stated
as well. The identiﬁcation is based on the DICOM
unique identiﬁer (UIDs) of the images. Still, there
is lack of publications describing the integration
of image retrieval into the workﬂow in a medical
institution and visual knowledge management in
a learning institution has not been the subject of
publications either. Besides the use directly within
a PACS system or very general image database environment, content-based image retrieval has also
been used or proposed in a couple of specialized
collections. In [92], CBIR is proposed in the context
of a case database containing images and attached
case descriptions. [124] describes the use in a medical reference database and [132] the use within a
teaching ﬁle assistant. An object-oriented approach
to store and access medical databases is given in
[126]. But it remains unclear what kind of visual
features are supposed to be used. In [133] an online pathology atlas uses the search-by-similarity
paradigm.
Decision support systems are another application
of content-based medical image retrieval [134]. In
[135] access-control models for content-based retrieval are discussed. It can be seen that the number and sort of applications is large and diverse,
and the techniques used or proposed for an implementation contain a variety almost as large as for
general image retrieval.

2.3. The use in various medical departments
The same variety that exists with respect to
proposed applications exists also with respect
to the medical departments where the use of
content-based access methods has been implemented or proposed. Obviously, most applications
are centered around images produced in radiology
departments, but there are also several other departments where CBIRSs have been implemented.
14 http://www.hbroussais.fr/Broussais/InforMed/IDEM/
InterrogerBase.html.
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A categorization of images from various departments has been described in [54,100]. A classiﬁcation of dermatologic images is explained in
[75,136,137]. Cytological specimens have already
been described very early (in 1986, [138]) and also
later on [139] whereas the search for 3D cellular
structures followed later on [96].
Pathology images have often been proposed for
content-based access [43,140] as the color and texture properties can relatively easy be identiﬁed.
The tasks of a pathologist when searching for reference cases also supports the use of an image retrieval system instead of only reference books. The
use with tuberculosis smears is described in [141].
An application with histopathologic images is described in [142] and histologic images are analyzed
in [134,143,144]. Within cardiology, CBIR has been
used to discover stenosis images [97]. MRIs of the
heart have been used in [145].
Within the radiology department, mammographies are one of the most frequent application areas with respect to classiﬁcation and content-based
search [146—149]. The negative psychological effects of removing tissue for false positive patients
have been described of one of the principal goals
to be reduced. Ultrasound images of the breast are
used in [41]. Varied ultrasound images are used in
[150].
Another active area is the classiﬁcation of high
resolution computed tomography (HRCT) scans of
the lung as done by the Assert project [151,152]. A
study about the diagnostic quality with and without
using the system showed a signiﬁcant improvement
of the diagnostic quality with using a retrieval
system for ﬁnding similar cases [99]. A less sophisticated project also using HRCT lung images
is described in [125,132]. A justiﬁcation of use in
this area is the hard decision-making task and the
strong dependence of the diagnoses from texture
properties. Descriptions of HRCT lung images, their
visual features and their pathologies are given in
[153,154]. The use of thorax radiographies is proposed in [110]. This will be an even harder task
as several layers are superposed and many factors
other than the pathology can inﬂuence the visual
content strongly.
Many other articles use medical images to demonstrate their algorithms but a clinical evaluation of
their use has rarely been done. In [53,54,155], magnetic resonance images (MRIs) of the brain are used
to demonstrate the image search algorithms but
the articles do not talk about any medical integration. [115,156] also use MRIs of the head for testing
their algorithms. CT brain scans to classify lesions
are used in [157]. The search for medical tumors
by their shape properties (after segmentation) have
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Table 1 Various image types and the systems that

are using these images
Images used

Names of the systems

HRCTs of the lung
Functional PET
Spine X-rays
Pathologic images

ASSERT
FICBDS
CBIR2, MIRS
IDEM, I-Browse,
PathFinder, PathMaster
MIMS
APKS
BioImage, BIRN
MELDOQ, MEDS
BASS
I2 C, IRMA, KMed, COBRA,
MedGIFT, ImageEngine

CTs of the head
Mammographies
Images from biology
Dermatology
Breast cancer biopsies
Varied images

been described in [147]. Functional photon emission tomography (PET) images for retrieval are used
in [158]. Spine X-rays are used in [113,159].
Table 1 shows an overview of several image types
and the systems that are used to retrieve these
images.

2.4. The use in ﬁelds close to medicine
There is a number of ﬁelds close to the medical domain where the use of content-based access methods to visual data have been proposed as well or are
already implemented. In the USA, a biomedical research network is about to be set up, and the sharing of visual data and their management include the
use of similarity queries [160]. Multidimensional biological images from various devices are handled in
the BioImage project [161]. In [162] drug tablets are
retrieved by their visual similarity which is mainly
for the identiﬁcation of ecstacy tablets. Another
pharmaceutical use is described in [163] where
powders are retrieved based on visual properties.

3. Techniques used in medical image
retrieval
This section describes the various techniques that
are currently-used or that have been proposed for
the use in medical image retrieval applications.
Many of the techniques are similar to those used for
general content-based retrieval but also techniques
that have not yet been used in medical applications
are identiﬁed. A special focus is put on the data
sets that are used to evaluate the image retrieval
systems and on the measurements used for evaluation. Unfortunately, the performance evaluation of
systems is currently strongly neglected.
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Machine learning in medical applications also gets
increasingly more important and it is essential to
research the various possibilities. Specialized workshops exist for this area [164].

3.1. Features used
This section describes the (visual) features that are
used in the various applications. The section text
is added to discuss whether this should be named
content-based retrieval or rather not. As the formulation of similarity queries without text can be
quite a problem, another subsection is added to describe the various possibilities to formulate queries
without text.
3.1.1. Query formulation
The query formulation with using exclusively visual
features can be a big problem. Most systems in CBIR
use the query by example(s) (QBE) paradigm which
needs an appropriate starting image for querying.
This problem of a sometimes missing starting image
is known as the page zero problem.
If text is attached to the images, which is normally the case in medical applications, then the
text can be used as a starting point and once visually
relevant images have been found, further queries
can be entirely visual [115] to ﬁnd visually similar
cases not able to be found by text or to sort the
found cases by their visual similarity. In the medical decision-making process, there are often images produced and available for the current case.
The starting point does thus not need to be further
deﬁned but the images of the case can be used directly [121]. In connection with the segmentation
of the images the user can also restrict the query to
a certain region of interest (ROI) in the image [121],
which can lead to much more speciﬁc queries than
if using an image in its entirety.
The use of human sketches has already been proposed in generic image retrieval [33,165] and it has
also been proposed for the use in medical applications [113,115,121,166]. Considering the difﬁculty
in exact drawing and the need for some artistic skills
and time, this method will only be applicable for a
very small subset of queries, such as tumor shapes
or spine X-rays, where outlines are possible directly
in the image. For general image retrieval, sketches
are too time-consuming and the retrieved results
often not exact enough.
3.1.2. Text
Many systems propose to use text from the patient
record [120] or studies [121] to search by content.
Others deﬁne a context-free grammar [97], a standardized vocabulary for image description [142] or
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an image deﬁnition language [126] for the querying
of images in image repositories. [167,168] uses text
from radiology reports to transform it into concepts
in the UMLS metathesaurus to then retrieve the images. The use of text for queries is undeniable efﬁcient but the question is whether this can really be
called content-based queries as the text does not
necessarily deﬁne the image content. It rather puts
the images into the context they have been taken
in, so it should maybe called context-based queries
as deﬁned in [67]. The combination of textual with
visual features or content and context of the images does have the most potential to lead to good
results [113]. One can also be used to control the
quality of the other or to obtain a better recall of
the retrieval results.
Besides the free text that is frequently used for
retrieval, medical patient records also contain very
valuable structured information such as age, sex
and profession of the patient. This information is
just as important as free text to put the images into
a context.
3.1.3. Visual features
Unfortunately, most articles that propose contentbased queries do not explain in detail which visual
features have been used or are planned to be used.
Sometimes, only a very vague description such as
general texture and color or grey level features are
given as in [54,127,169].
Basically all systems that do give details use
color and grey level features, mostly in the form
of a histogram [134,143,150,151]. Local and global
grey level features are used in [170]. [100,128] use
statistical distributions of grey levels for the classiﬁcation of images and [122] proposes a brightness
histogram. As many of the images in the medical
domain do not contain colors or are taken under
controlled conditions, the color properties are
not at all in the center of research and the same
holds for invariants to lighting conditions. This can
change when using photographs such as in dermatology. Pathologic images will need to be normalized in some way as different staining methods can
produce different colors [171]. Within radiology,
the normalization of grey levels between different
modalities or even for the same modality can cause
problems when there is no exact reference point
as is for the density of the CT, for example. [172]
illustrates the dependency of intensity values of
the brain from the used modalities.
As color and grey level features are of less importance in medical images than in stock photography,
the texture and shape features gain in importance.
Basically all of the standard techniques for texture characterization are used from edge detection
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using Canny operators [141] to Sobel descriptors
[151]. [113,139,151] also use Fourier descriptors
to characterize shapes, [113,123,139] use invariant moments and [113] also scale-space ﬁltering.
Features derived from co-occurrence matrices are
also frequently used [96,115,150,151], as well as
responses of Gabor ﬁlters [134,143,170], wavelets
[140,150] and Markov texture characteristics [139].
In mammography, denseness is used for ﬁnding
small nodules [148]. It would be interesting to have
a comparison of several texture descriptors. Many
of them model the same information and will most
likely deliver very similar results.
In connection with segmentation, the shape of
the segments can be used as a powerful feature.
Again, often the exact nature of the shape features
is not described [115] which makes it impossible
to deﬁne what exactly had been used. In [145] no
segmentation has been done for the acquisition
of shape features but computer-assisted outlining.
The segmentation of pathologic images is described
in [140]. In [156] even shape descriptors for 3D
structures using modal modeling are described.
Most common shape descriptors are Fourier descriptors [43,132,141] that easily allow to obtain
invariant descriptions. The pattern spectrum is
proposed in [147] and morphological features are
used in [147].
Using segments in the images also allows to use
spatial relationships as visual descriptors of the images. This is often proposed [114,116,121,169,173]
but rarely any detail is given on how to obtain
the objects/segments in the images, which does
not permit to judge whether an implementation
is possible. Another article not taking into account the problems of automatic segmentation is
[116].
The use of Eigenimages for the retrieval of medical images in analogy to Eigenfaces for face recognition is proposed in [74,124]. These features can
be used for classiﬁcation when a number of images
for each class exist. Still, the features are purely
statistical and it is hard to actually explain the similarity of two images based on these features which
can more easily be done for a histogram intersection, for example.
In [121], signatures of the manually segmented
objects of the images are proposed to reduce the
list of resulting images. It is hard to say whether
these features can count as visual features as
they are not extracted automatically but based on
semiautomatic segmentations and marking of the
segments.
Tissue time—activity curve (TTAC) curves for
the retrieval of PET images are used in [158].
These are not really image features but rather 1D
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temporal signals that are compared. However, the
results seem to be good.
Similar to general CBIR, semantic features are
proposed for visual similarity queries with medical
images [143,144]. But again, it comes down to simple textual labels attached to the images and a mapping between the text and the low-level features.
A project for automatically attaching semantic labels to images or regions is described in [134] and
in ProjetImage.15

3.2. Comparison methods and feature
space reductions
Most systems do not give many details on the distance measurements or comparison methods used
which most likely implies an Euclidian vector space
model using either a simple Euclidean distance
(L2) or something close such as city-block distance
or L1. To efﬁciently work with these distances
even in large databases, the dimensionality is often reduced. This can be done with methods such
as principal component analysis (PCA) [74,124] or
minimum description length (MDL) [151] that try to
reduce the dimensionality while staying as discriminative as possible. In principle, redundant information is removed but this can also remove small
but important changes from the feature space.
Techniques such as KD-trees [145] and R-trees [173]
are also used in medicine for efﬁcient access to
such a large feature spaces.
On the other hand, statistical methods are used
for the comparison of features that can be trained
with existing data and that can then be used on new,
incoming cases. These can be neural networks for
the classiﬁcation of mammography images [63,148]
or on images extremely reduced in size (18 × 12
pixels) in [166]. Other statistical approaches use
Bayesian networks [157] or Hidden Markov Models
(HMMs) [96]. In [174], an associative computing approach is proposed for retrieval assuming that a
query is performed with a local part of the images.
A receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve
for the comparison of methods is used in [136]. This
is well known in the medical domain and easily interpretable.

3.3. Image databases used for evaluation
The data used for demonstrating the capabilities of
the visual access methods are extremely varied in
size and quality. From 15 PET studies in [158] to
15 http://perso-iti.enst-bretagne.fr/∼brunet/Boulot/
ProjetImage/ProjetImage.html.
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more than 25,000 images in [92] is the spectrum of
the articles analyzed for this review.
Often, the images are pre-processed into sometimes fairly small blocks (18 × 12, [166], 64 × 64,
[134] and 256 × 256, [170]) before the visual features are extracted. In some cases, even a reduction to 32 × 32 pixels has proven not to inﬂuence
the quality of the results compared with using the
original size [100]. Some systems use pre-processing
to remove artifacts from the image or to improve
image quality such as the removal of hairs from dermatologic images [75].
Unfortunately, most of the larger databases such
as [124] containing 10,000 MRI images, [116,173]
containing 13,500 CT and MRI images and [147] using
1,000 tumor shapes only use simulated images. Although these simulated images are easy and cheap
to obtain, their use for any qualitative assessments
is more than questionable. On the other hand, only
[121] uses a very large database containing 22,000
images of a PACS but without any further assessment
of image categories and qualities and without an
evaluation. [159] uses 17,000 spinal X-ray images as
the basis of their research [92] proposes even more
images, but here as well, no content-based access
mechanisms are implemented as of yet.
An interesting approach to obtain a large database is taken in [54], where 2000 images from freely
available medical image databases on the web are
taken. A database containing more than 8000 varied medical images is available free of charge from
the casimage webpage or can be ordered from the
author of this article.16 [123] uses a varied set of
4247 medical images.
The other, often specialized image collections for
content-based retrieval are unfortunately sometimes too small for delivering any statistically signiﬁcant measurements: [158] uses 15 PET studies,
[149] 41 biopsy slides, [157] 48 brain CTs, [167]
50 varied images with radiology reports, [141] 65
smears for tuberculosis identiﬁcation, [145] 85 MRI
images, [74] 100 axial brain images, [75] 100 dermatologic images, [43] 261 cell images, [41] 263
ultrasound breast images, [132] 266 CT images and
[96] 300 cell images. 312 HRCTs of the lung are
used in [151,152], 345 liver disorders in [175], 404
biopsy proven mammography masses in [148] and
749 dermatological images in [136].
Almost as interesting as the image database itself is the question of how to choose query topics
and then how to assess relevance for the query topics. The subject of relevance alone can ﬁll several
books [176,177]. This is relatively easy for simulated images as there is a model plus some added
16

http://www.casimage.com/.
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noise and the noise level basically determines the
measured quality of retrieval. Simulated images are
consequently only usable for showing efﬁciency of
an algorithm using large image repositories. Nothing can really be said about retrieval quality when
using simulated images.
For the future, it is extremely important that image databases are made available free of charge
and/or copyright for the comparison and veriﬁcation of algorithms. Only such reference databases
allow to compare systems and to have a reference
for the evaluation that is done based on the same
images. Some medical image collections are freely
available on the Internet.17 18 19 20 An important
effort is underway by the European Federation of
Medical Informatics (EFMI) in a working group on
medical image processing21 to generate reference
databases and identify important medical imaging
tasks [112].

In medical statistics commonly used measurements are sensitivity and speciﬁcity deﬁned
as follows:

3.4. System evaluations

Still, it has to be kept in mind that content-based
retrieval systems are not mainly being employed
for classiﬁcation of the images but for ﬁnding similar images or cases. This is often more helpful as
the practitioner must still judge the retrieved cases
and the reasons for retrieving the images are often clearer whereas classiﬁcation results are sometimes hard to detail and need to be explained.
Only rarely are measurements used that are common to the domains of information retrieval [180]
or content-based image retrieval [179] such as precision and recall deﬁned as follows:

Already in the general image retrieval domain
it is difﬁcult to compare any two retrieval systems. For medical image retrieval systems, the
evaluation issue is almost non-existent in most of
the papers [54,102,114,115,118—120,126,127,174].
Still, there are several articles on the evaluation
of imaging systems in medicine [111] or on general
evaluation of clinical systems and the problems
with it [178].
Those systems that do perform evaluation often
only use screenshots of example results to queries
[121—124,145,149,169]. A single example result
does not reveal a great deal about the real performance of the system and is not objective as the
best possible query result can be chosen arbitrarily by the authors. This problematic in retrieval
system evaluation is described in detail in [179].
Most other system evaluations show measures with
a limited power for comparison. In [151], the precision of the four highest ranked images is used
which does not reveal much about the number
of actually relevant items and gives very limited
information about the system. [74] measures the
number of times a differently scaled or rotated
image retrieves the original which is also not very
close to medical image retrieval reality.

17 http://marathon.csee.usf.edu/Mammography/Database.
html.
18 http://cir.ncc.go.jp/pub/gmain.html.
19 http://www.meduniv.lviv.ua/links/index multimedia.html.
20 http://wwwihm.nlm.nih.gov/.
21 http://www.efmi-wg-mip.net/.

sensitivity =

positive items classiﬁed as pos.
all positive items

(1)

speciﬁcity =

negative items classiﬁed as neg.
all negative items

(2)

Systems that use sensitivity and speciﬁcity include [41,136,141]. These values can also be presented in the form of a ROC curve which contains
much more information and is done in [136,157]. As
many of the presented systems use classiﬁcations
of images, accuracy is very often used to evaluate
the system [96,100,125,141,143,146]. This can be
deﬁned as follows:
accuracy =

precision =
recall =

items classiﬁed correctly
all items classiﬁed

(3)

number of relevant items retrieved
(4)
number of items retrieved

number of relevant items retrieved
number of relevant items

(5)

In [140], for example, the precision after 50 images
are retrieved is measured to describe the system
performance [123] mentions precision and recall for
the evaluation but then, does not use it. [116] uses
the precision at ﬁve different cutoff points. These
data are incomplete and hard to interpret as little
is known about the number of relevant images and
thus on the difﬁculty of the query task. Much better
is the use of a precision vs. recall graph that puts
the two values on the axis of a graph as in [147].
Another rarely mentioned evaluation parameter
is the speed of the system which is very important for an interactive system. In [123] it is only
mentioned that the speed is reduced from hours
to minutes for a set of 4000 images which is completely insufﬁcient for an interactive system where
response times should be around one second at a
maximum.
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This list with few in depth evaluations shows that
evaluation is very often neglected in medical image retrieval. It is extremely important and crucial
for the success of this technology. Measurement parameters need to show the usefulness of an application and the possible impact that an application
of the method can have.
Such an evaluation does not only contain the validation of a technology which is commonly evaluated
with measures such as speciﬁcity and sensitivity but
also the inclusion of human factors into the process
such as usability issues and acceptance of the technology [178], which can be obtained through real
user tests. Finally, it will be interesting to evaluate the clinical impact of the application when it is
used in real clinical practice. Are these technologies able to reduce the length of stay of patients
or do they manage to reduce the use of human resources for the patient care?
Studies on clinical effects of image retrieval technologies might still be a distance away but there
are several necessities that can be done at the moment such as the deﬁnition of standard databases
that are freely available, the deﬁnition of query
topics for these databases including the creation of
a ‘‘gold standard’’ or ground truth for these topics.
This can, in the long run, make way for real clinical studies once the general retrieval performance
is proven.

Another domain not discussed at all for medical images are the user interfaces. Sometimes
web-based interfaces are proposed [170,182] but
no comparison of interfaces is reported and no real
usability studies have been published to the authors
knowledge so far. As there are several creative
solutions in image retrieval it will be interesting
to study the effects of interfaces, ergonomics and
usability issues on the acceptance and use of the
technology in clinical practice.
Performance comparisons for different feature
sets have also never been performed and are important to identify well-performing visual features
and the applications that they can successfully be
used for. This would help a great deal to start new
projects in the domain and also to optimize existing
systems.

3.5. Techniques not yet used in the
medical ﬁeld

4.1. Application ﬁelds in medicine and
clinical beneﬁts

The preceding subsections already showed the
large variability in techniques that are used for the
retrieval of images. Still, several very successful
techniques from the image retrieval domain have
not been used for medical images as of yet. The
entire discussion on relevance feedback that ﬁrst
improved the performance of text retrieval systems and then, 30 years later, of image retrieval
systems has not at all been discussed for the medical domain. A few articles mention it but without
any details on use and performance. Often the
argument for omitting relevance feedback is that
medical doctors do not have the time to look at
cases and judge them. If the systems are interactive (response times below 1 s, [181]) this should
not be a reason as an expert can mark a few images
as positive and negative relevance feedback within
less than a minute and the improved quality will
more than compensate for a minute lost. Also the
prospect of long-term learning from this marking of
images should motivate people to use it. Long-term
learning has shown to be an extremely effective
tool for system improvements.

Already in Section 2.3 it has been shown that
content-based retrieval methods are used in a
large variety of applications and departments.
This section gives a more ordered view on what
in medicine image retrieval can be used for and
what the effects can be if proper applications are
developed.
Three large domains can instantly be stated for
the use of content-based access methods: teaching, research and diagnostics. Other very important
ﬁelds are the automatic annotation/codiﬁcation of
images and the classiﬁcation of medical images.
First to beneﬁt will most likely be the domain of
teaching. Here, lecturers can use large image repositories to search for interesting cases to present to
the students. These cases can be chosen not only
based on diagnosis or anatomical region but also visually similar cases with different diagnoses can be
presented which can augment the educational quality. Indeed, in multiplying the routes to access the
right data, cross-correlation approaches between
media and various data can be eased. On the other
hand, anonymized image archives can be made

4. Potential clinical beneﬁts and future
research
This section gives an overview of the potential application areas of medical image retrieval systems
by the image content and the potential clinical beneﬁts of it. Some propositions for future research
are made that can inﬂuence the research outcome
of content-based retrieval methods in the medical
domain.
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available for medical students for educational purposes. Content-based techniques allow browsing
databases and then comparisons of diagnoses of
visually similar cases. Especially for Internet-based
teaching, this can offer new possibilities. As
most of the systems are based on Internet technologies this does not cause any implementation
problems.
Research can also beneﬁt from visual retrieval
methods. Researchers have more options for the
choice of cases to include into research and studies by allowing text-based and visual access. It can
also be imagined that by including visual features
directly into medical studies, new correlations between the visual nature of a case and its diagnosis or textual description could be found. Visual
data can also be mined to ﬁnd changes or interesting patterns which can lead to the discovery of
new knowledge by combining the various knowledge
sources.
Finally, diagnostics will be the hardest but most
important application for image retrieval. To be
used as a diagnostic aid, the algorithms need to
prove their performance and they need to be accepted by the clinicians as a useful tool. This also
implies an integration of the systems into daily clinical practice which will not be an easy task. It is often
hard to change the methods that people are used
to, conﬁdence needs to be won. For domains such
as evidence-based medicine or case-based reasoning it is essential to supply relevant, similar cases
for comparison. Such retrieval will need special visual features that model the visual detection of an
MD using as much domain knowledge as possible.
Images are normally taken for a very speciﬁc reason
and this needs to be modeled.
There are two principal ideas for supporting the
clinical decision-making process. The ﬁrst one is to
supply the medical doctor with cases that offer a
similar visual appearance. This can supply a second opinion for the MD and (s)he can perform the
reasoning based on the various cases that are supplied by the system and the data that is available on
the current patient. Another idea is the creation of
databases containing normal (non-pathologic) cases
and compare the distance of a new case with the existing cases doing thus dissimilarity retrieval as opposed to similarity retrieval (distance to normality).
This is even more natural compared to the normal
workﬂow in medicine where the ﬁrst requirement is
to ﬁnd out whether the case is pathologic or not. A
tumor or fracture are such differences from normal
cases, for example. A dissimilarity could be combined with highlighting regions in the image where
the strongest dissimilarity occurred. Such a technique can help to ﬁnd cases that might otherwise be
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missed. A combination of the two approaches is also
possible where ﬁrstly, the requirement is whether
the image contains abnormalities and if it does, a
query to ﬁnd similar cases is done with another image database containing the pathologic cases.
High quality annotation/codiﬁcation is a problem not only in radiology but also in other medical
departments. Good annotation and codiﬁcation
takes time and experience that is unfortunately
sometimes not available in medical routine. Much
research is done on natural language processing
techniques to extract diagnoses from the patient
record [183] and many tools exist to ease the
coding, for example for the American College of
Radiology (ACR) codes22 in radiology.23 When large
databases of correctly coded images are available,
image retrieval systems can be used for semi-automatic coding by retrieving visually similar cases and
proposing the codes of the images from the database. Studies will need to prove the quality of the
coding but time can be saved even when a medical
doctor only has to control the codes that the system
is proposing. Retrieval methods can also be used as
simple tools to have a quality control on the DICOM
headers. The combination of textual and visual
attributes deﬁnitely promises the best results.
In principle, all image-producing departments
can proﬁt from content-based technologies but
there are some departments and some sorts of images that seem to stand out as textures and colors
do play an important role for the diagnostics. Color
and texture features are normally easy to index
with current retrieval systems.
This includes Pathology where microscopic images are analyzed and the clinical decision-making
depends on the color changes and textures within
the images. Many books with example images for
typical or hard cases exist and it is relatively easy
to provide these books in a digital form and search
for them not only based on text or hierarchies but
also based on the visual content. Care needs to be
taken with respect to different staining methods.
Images need to be normalized with respect to that
[171].
Hematology already contains a large number of
tools to automatically count blood cells but an interesting application would be the classiﬁcation of
abnormal white blood cells and the comparison of
diagnoses between a new case and cases with similar abnormalities stored in the databases.
Dermatology already has classiﬁcation applications for potential melanoma cases that work fairly

22
23

http://www.acr.org/.
http://www.casimage.com/ACR.html.
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well. Content-based access can help to make understand the decision of an expert system to the
practitioner.
Within the Radiology department there are a
number of possible applications that can deliver
good results. For HRCTs of the lung, computer-based
tools have already been proven to help in the diagnostics process and diagnostics in this case are
fairly difﬁcult. Three-dimensional retrieval can
also help to retrieve tumor forms and to classify
observed tumors. As a tool for the use in PACS systems, a large number of people can proﬁt from
the methods to retrieve similar cases for a number of applications, often without realizing that
the results come from a content-based retrieval
engine.

4.2. Future research
When thinking about future research directions it
becomes apparent that the goal needs to be a real
clinical integration of the systems. This implies a
number of changes in the ways that research is done
at the moment. It will become more important to
design applications in a way that they can be integrated easier into existing systems through open
communication interfaces, for example based on
extensible markup language (XML) as a description
language of the data or Hyper-Text Transport Protocol (HTTP) as a transport protocol for the data
[184]. Such a use of standard Internet technologies
can help for the integration of retrieval methods
into other applications. Such access methods are
necessary to make the systems accessible to a larger
group of people and applications and to gain experience that goes far beyond a validation of retrieval
results. This can not only be seen as engineering but
as research as the practical use of the integrated
methods needs to be researched.
The integration into PACS is an essential step for
the clinical use of retrieval systems. PACS solutions
currently allow search by patient and study characteristics and are mainly a storage place for images.
A project to allow further search methods in medical image databases based on a standard communication interface is the Medical Image Resource
Center (MIRC).24 Here, search by several characteristics, including free-text, is allowed based on a
standard platform. The future of PACS or medical
image storage systems might be in a separate architecture with a storage component just as PACS
systems currently are and an automatic indexing
system where important characteristics from the
24

http://mirc.rsna.org/.
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images and the linked case information are stored
to allow for retrieval methods based on structured
information, free text and the visual image content.
Of course, evaluation of the retrieval quality is
an extremely important topic as well. Research
will need to focus on the development of open
test databases and query topics plus deﬁned gold
standards for the images to be retrieved. Retrieval
systems need to be compared to identify good
techniques. This can advance the ﬁeld much more
than any single technique developed so far.
But evaluation also needs to go one step further
and prepare ﬁeld studies on the use and the inﬂuence of retrieval techniques on the diagnostic
process. So far, only one study on the impact of
image retrieval system on the diagnostics of HRCT
images of the lung has been published and shows a
signiﬁcant improvement in diagnostic quality even
for senior radiologists [99]. Practitioners need to
give their opinion on the usability and applicability
of the technologies and acceptance needs to be
gained before they can be used in daily practice.
Such communication with the system users can
also improve the interface and retrieval quality
signiﬁcantly when good feedback is delivered.
User interaction and relevance feedback are two
other techniques that need to be integrated more
into retrieval systems as this can help to lead to
much better results. Image retrieval needs to be
interactive and all the interaction needs to be exploited for delivering the best possible results.
Multimedia data mining will also be made possible once features of good quality are available to
describe the images. This will help to ﬁnd new relationships among images and certain diseases or it
will simply improve the retrieval quality of medical
image search engines.
Although ﬁrst applications will most likely be on
large image archives for teaching and research, a
specialization of the retrieval systems for promising domains such as dermatology or pathology will
be necessary to include as much domain knowledge
as possible into the retrieval. This will be necessary
for decision-support systems such as systems for
case-based reasoning. Such a specialization can be
done in the easiest way with a modular retrieval system based on components where feature sets can
be exchanged easily and modules for new retrieval
techniques or efﬁcient storage methods can be integrated easily. Fig. 4 shows such a component-based
architecture where system parts can be changed
and optimized easily. Easy plug-in mechanisms for
the different components need to be deﬁned.
Besides the use of images, system developments
also need to put a focus on higher-dimensional
data. Already tomographic images contain three
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dimensions as do video sequences of endoscopy
or ultrasound. Tools for retrieval of videos for example by motion parameters do exist for general
videos [185,186] but to our knowledge do not exist
specialized for the medical domain. Fast scanners
also allow for the registration of 4D-data streams
such as tomographic images taken over time. Combinations of modalities such as PET/CT scanners
or the use of image fusion techniques also create
multi-dimensional data that needs to be analyzed
and retrieved. Omitting these high-dimensional
informations will result in a signiﬁcant lack of
knowledge.

5. Conclusion
The large number of research publications in the
ﬁeld of content-based medical image retrieval especially in recent years shows that it is very active
and that it is starting to get more attention. This
will hopefully advance the ﬁeld as new tools and
technologies will be developed and performance
will increase. Content-based visual information retrieval deﬁnitely has a large potential in the medical domain. The amount of visual data produced
in medical departments shows the importance of
developing new and alternative access methods to
complement text. Content-based methods can be
used on a large variety of images and in a wide
area of applications. Still, much work needs to be
done to produce running applications and not only
research prototypes. When looking at most current
systems, it becomes clear that few to none of them
are actually in routine use.
An important factor is to build prototypes that
are integrated with a hospital-wide communication

structure and that use open standards, so data can
be exchanged with other applications. It needs to
become easy to integrate these new functionalities into other existing applications such as a hospital information system (HIS)/radiology information
system (RIS)/PACS or other medical image management or viewing software. In this way, it will become much easier to have prototypes running for a
sample of users and to get feedback on the clinical
use of systems. To get acceptance, it is important
to be integrated into the current applications and
with interfaces that the users are familiar with. To
win acceptance from the users it is also important
to show the performance of the systems and to optimize the performance of systems for certain specialized tasks or people.
The development of open toolboxes is another
important factor for successful applications. Not
only do interfaces for the communication with other
applications need to be developed, also within the
application it is important to stay modular, so parts
and pieces can be exchanged easily. This will help to
reduce the number of applications developed and
will make it possible to spend more time on the
important tasks of integration and development of
new methods and system optimizations.
It is clear that new tools and methods are needed
to manage the increasing amount of visual information that is produced in medical institutions.
Content-based access methods have an enormous
potential when used in the correct way. It is now
the time to create medical applications and use
this potential for clinical decision-making, research
and teaching.

6. Summary
This article gives an overview of the currently available literature on content-based image retrieval in
the medical domain. It evaluates after a few years
of developments the need for image retrieval and
presents concrete scenarios for promising future research directions.
The necessity for additional, alternative access
methods to the currently-used, text-based methods in medical information retrieval is detailed.
This need is mainly due to the large amount of
visual data produced and the unused information
that these data contain, which could be used for diagnostics, teaching and research. The systems described in the literature and published propositions
for image retrieval in medicine are critically reviewed and sorted by medical departments, image
categories and technologies used. A short overview
of nonmedical image retrieval is given as well.

Content-based image retrieval systems
The lack of evaluations of the retrieval quality of
systems becomes apparent along with the unavailability of large image databases free of charge with
deﬁned query topics and gold standards. However,
some databases are available, from the National Institutes of Health (NIH), for example. Ideas for creating such image databases and evaluation methods
are proposed. Also, several research directions for
improving the retrieval quality based on the experiences from other closely related research ﬁelds are
given in the paper. Possible clinical beneﬁts from
the use of content-based access methods are described as well as promising ﬁelds of applications.
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